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On the concurrent normals
conjecture for convex bodies

Yves Martinez-Maure
yves.martinez-maure@sorbonne-universite.fr

Abstract

It is conjectured that any convex body in Rn has an interior
point lying on normals through 2n distinct boundary points. This
concurrent normals conjecture has been proved for n = 2 and
n = 3 by E. Heil. J. Pardon put forward a proof for n = 4. For
n ≥ 5, it is only known that any convex body in Rn has an interior
point lying on normals through six distinct boundary points. For
n ∈ {3, 4}, we prove that any normal through a boundary point
to any convex body K (with a smooth enough support function)
in Rn passes arbitrarily close to the set of interior points of K∪L
lying on normals through at least 6 distinct points of ∂K, where L
is the body bounded by the smallest convex parallel hypersurface
to ∂K whose unit normal points in the opposite direction. This
study leads us to introduce and study new concepts for studying
focals of closed convex hypersurfaces in Rn+1. Finally, we prove
that for some convex body K of R4, there are only 6 normal lines
passing through the center of the minimal spherical shell.
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5. Further results and remarks
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1 Introduction and statements of main results

It is conjectured that any convex body in n-dimensional Euclidean space
Rn has an interior point lying on normals through 2n distinct boundary
points. Using the existence of a minimal spherical shell for any convex
body and, a combination of Morse theory and approximation, E. Heil
has proved this concurrent normals conjecture for n = 2 and n = 3 in
[5, 6, 7]. For n = 4, J. Pardon put forward a proof of the conjecture
under a smoothness assumption on the boundary [16]. For n ≥ 5, it
is only known that any convex body in Rn has an interior point lying
on normals through six distinct boundary points. However Zamfirescu
has shown that, in the sense of Baire category based on the Hausdorff
distance between convex sets, most interior points of most convex bodies
lie on infinitely many normals [20]. For n ∈ {3, 4}, we prove that any
normal through a boundary point to any convex body K (with a smooth
enough support function) in Rn passes arbitrarily close to the set of
interior points of K ∪ L lying on normals through at least 6 distinct
points of ∂K, where L is the body bounded by the smallest convex
parallel hypersurface to ∂K whose unit normal points in the opposite
direction.

Our setting and tools
In this paper, we assume for the sake of simplicity of the presentation

that the support function is C∞ but our results remain true provided
that the support function is smooth enough (say at least of class C4).
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Actually, our main arguments essentially relies on the Morse lemma,
which remains true for C2-functions [14], and on elementary properties
of the focal of the boundary.
In most of the papers on concurrent normals to a convex body K

with a smooth boundary ∂K in Rn+1, the focal (or evolute) of ∂K is
regarded as the complement of the set of points x ∈ Rn+1 such that the
square of the distance function from x induces a Morse function on ∂K.
In this paper, we will adopt another point of view. For any x ∈ Rn+1,
we will consider the support function of ∂K with respect to x, that is
hx : Sn → R, u 7→ h (u) − 〈x, u〉, where h : Sn → R is the support
function of K, and we will regard the evolute of ∂K as the complement
of set of points x ∈ Rn+1 such that hx : Sn → R is a Morse function.
We will also make intensive use of the so-called ‘hedgehogs’of Rn+1,

which are the (possibly singular and self-intersecting) hypersurfaces of
Rn+1 that are parametrized by their Gauss map and parallel to some C2
convex hypersurface in Rn+1. Every h ∈ C2 (Sn;R) can be regarded as
the support function of the hedgehog (hypersurface) Hh of Rn+1 that is
parametrized by the map xh : Sn → Hh ⊂ Rn+1, u 7→ h(u)u+ (∇h) (u),
which may be interpreted as the inverse of the Gauss map, in the sense
that: at each regular point xh (u) of Hh, u is a normal vector to Hh (see
Section 2). Since all the hedgehogs that are parallel to a same C2 convex
hypersurface with support function h ∈ C2 (Sn;R) have the same evolute
and support functions that only differ by a constant, we will denote this
common evolute by F∇h, and place ourselves in the setting of hedgehogs.
For h ∈ C∞ (Sn;R), and u ∈ Sn, the normal line to the hedgehog Hh

at xh (u) is defined to be the line passing through xh (u) and oriented
by u; this normal line N∇h (u) := {∇h (u)}+Ru is the perpendicular to
the support hyperplane to Hh at xh (u). The focal set (or evolute) F∇h
of Hh can be defined as the locus of its centers of principal curvatures,
or equivalently, as the envelope of its normal lines (N∇h (u))u∈Sn .

Our main statements
For n = 2, we will prove the following result which will turn out to

be a refinement of Heil’s theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R),
and let F∇h denote its focal surface. If u ∈ S2 is such that the normal
line N∇h (u) to Hh at xh (u) does not meet the singular locus of F∇h,
then there exists some r ∈ R such that xh−r (u) = xh (u)− ru ∈ N∇h (u)
is an (at least) double hyperbolic point of Hh−r.

Here, “xh−r (u) = xh (u) − ru ∈ N∇h (u) is an (at least) double
hyperbolic point ofHh−r”means that there exists v ∈ S2\{u}, such that:
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xh−r (u) = xh−r (v) , Rh−r (u) < 0, and Rh−r (v) < 0

where Rh−r is the curvature function of Hh−r (that is, the inverse 1/κh−r
of the Gauss curvature κh−r of Hh−r).

We will deduce the following reformulation of Heil’s theorem without
making use of the notion of a minimal spherical shell.

Corollary 1 (Heil’s theorem [5, 6]). Let Hh be a hedgehog of
R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R). Either there exists a point of R3 lying
on infinitely many normals to Hh or there exists an open set formed by
points of R3 \ F∇h lying on at least 6 normals to Hh.

We will in fact prove the following stronger result.

Corollary 2 Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R).
If there does not exist a point of R3 lying on infinitely many normals to
Hh, then infinitely many normals to Hh do not meet the singular locus
of F∇h, and any one of them meets the closure of{

x ∈ R3 \ F∇h |N∇h (x) ≥ 6
}
,

where N∇h(x) denotes the number of normal lines to Hh passing through x.

The focal (or evolute) F∇h of Hh is the singular hypersurface of Rn+1
formed by all the principal centers of curvature of Hh and it consists of n
sheets F1∇h, . . . ,Fn∇h corresponding respectively to the principal radii of
curvature R1h, . . . , R

n
h ofHh, which we label so that R1h ≤ R2h ≤ . . . ≤ Rn

h.
In Subsection 2.3, we will introduce for each k ∈ [|1, n|] the index of a point
x ∈ Rn+1\F∇h with respect to the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h, and the interior
Int

(
Fk∇h

)
of this sheet. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2, we will

in fact prove that any normal to Hh that does not meet the singular
locus of F∇h meets the closure of the nonempty interiors of both sheets
of the focal.
We will obtain the following result as a corollary of our Theorem 3

stated and proved in Subsect 4.2.

Theorem 2. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R4 such that h ∈ C∞ (S3;R),
let F∇h denote its focal surface, and let F2∇h be its second sheet. For all
x ∈ R4 \ F∇h, we have:

(
x ∈ Int

(
F2∇h

))
⇐⇒

(
hx : S3 → R admits a smooth
level surface with nonzero genus

)
.
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The theorem below is an adaptation of Theorem 1 to dimension 4.

Theorem 4. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R4 such that h ∈ C∞ (S3;R),
and let F∇h denote its focal surface. If u ∈ S3 is such that the normal
line N∇h (u) to Hh at xh (u) does not meet the singular locus of F∇h,
then there exists (r1, r2) ∈ R2 such that, for each i ∈ [|1, 2|], xh−ri (u) =
xh (u)− riu is an (at least) type i double hyperbolic point of Hh−ri.

Corollary 3 Let Hh be a hedgehog of R4 such that h ∈ C∞ (S3;R).
If there does not exist a point of R4 lying on infinitely many normals to
Hh, then infinitely many normals to Hh do not meet the singular locus
of F∇h and any one of them meets the closure of{

x ∈ R4 \ F∇h |N∇h (x) ≥ 6
}
,

where N∇h(x) denotes the number of normal lines to Hh passing through x;
more precisely, any one of these normals meets the closures of

Int
(
F1∇h

)
∩ Int

(
F2∇h

)
and Int

(
F2∇h

)
∩ Int

(
F3∇h

)
.

Finally, we will prove that it is not true that for any convex body K
of R4, there are at least 8 normal lines passing through the center of the
minimal spherical shell of K (Theorem 6).

2 Basics on hedgehogs and their evolutes

2.1 Background on hedgehogs
Classical hedgehogs can be regarded as the geometrical realizations of
formal differences of convex bodies in the Euclidean vector space Rn+1.
The idea of considering the Minkowski differences of convex bodies may
be traced back to some papers by A.D. Alexandrov [1] and H. Geppert
[4] in the 1930’s. H. Geppert introduced hedgehogs for n ≤ 2 under the
German names stützbare Bereiche (n = 1) and stützbare Flächen (n = 2).
Many classical notions for convex bodies extend to hedgehogs and quite
a number of classical results find their counterparts. Of course, a few
adaptations are necessary. In particular, volumes have to be replaced
by their algebraic versions. Hedgehogs have proved useful for studying
convex bodies (one of the main successes of the theory is the construction
of counterexamples to an old conjectured characterization of the 2-sphere
[10, 13, 15]), and for geometrizing analytical problems by considering
functions as support functions. This section will provide the reader
with the necessary background on hedgehogs in order to facilitate the
understanding of the following sections.
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2.1.1 The C2 case

Here we follow more or less [9]. As is well-known, every convex bodyK ⊂
Rn+1 is determined by its support function hK : Sn −→R, where hK (u)
is defined by hK (u) = sup {〈x, u〉 |x ∈ K }, (u ∈ Sn), that is, as the
signed distance from the origin to the support hyperplane with normal
vector u. In particular, every closed convex hypersurface of class C2+
(i.e., C2-hypersurface with positive Gauss curvature) is determined by its
support function h (which must be of class C2 on Sn [18, p. 111]) as the
envelope Hh of the family of hyperplanes with equation 〈x, u〉 = h(u).
This envelope Hh is described analytically by the following system of
equations {

〈x, u〉 = h(u)
〈x, . 〉 = dhu(.)

.

The second equation is obtained from the first by performing a partial
differentiation with respect to u. From the first equation, the orthogonal
projection of x onto the line spanned by u is h (u)u, and from the second
one, the orthogonal projection of x onto u⊥ is the gradient of h at u
(see Figure 1). Therefore, for each u ∈ Sn, xh (u) = h(u)u+ (∇h) (u) is
the unique solution of this system.

Figure 1. Envelope parametrized by its Gauss map

Now, for any C2-function h on Sn, the envelope Hh is in fact well-
defined (even if h is not the support function of a convex hypersurface).
Its natural parametrization xh : Sn → Hh, u 7→ h(u)u+ (∇h) (u) can be
interpreted as the inverse of its Gauss map, in the sense that: at each
regular point xh (u) of Hh, u is a normal vector to Hh. We say that Hh
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is the hedgehog with support function h (see Figure 2). Note that xh
depends linearly on h.
Since xh : Sn → Hh can be regarded as the inverse of the Gauss map,

the Gauss curvature of Hh at xh (u) is given by Kh(u) = 1/det[Tuxh],
where Tuxh is the tangent map of xh at u. Singular points of Hh are the
points at which the the so-called ‘curvature function’Rh (u) := det [Tuxh]
is equal to 0 (that is, loosely speaking, the points at which the Gauss
curvature κh is infinite). For every u ∈ Sn, the tangent map of xh at
the point u is Tuxh = h(u) IdTuSn + Lu (∇2h), where Lu (∇2h) is the
symmetric endomorphism associated with the Hessian (∇2h)u of h at u.
In particular, the so-called ‘curvature function’Rh (u) := det [Tuxh] is
given by Rh (u) = det [h(u) IdTuSn + Lu (∇2h)] for all u ∈ Sn.

Figure 2. Plane hedgehog with C2-support function

Hedgehogs with a C2-support function can be regarded as Minkowski
differences of convex hypersurfaces of class C2+. Indeed, given any h ∈
C2 (Sn;R), for all large enough positive real r, h + r and r are support
functions of convex hypersurfaces of class C2+ such that h = (h+ r)− r.
By regarding hedgehogs as ‘Minkowski differences of arbitrary convex

bodies’, the notion of a hedgehog of Rn+1 can be extended to hedgehogs
whose support functions belong to the linear subspace of C (Sn;R) that is
spanned by all the support functions of convex bodies of Rn+1 (see [11]).
2.1.2 Generic singularities

Hedgehogs of Rn+1 with a smooth support function can be regarded
as Legendrian fronts [14, pp. 340-341], and by regarding the natural
parametrizations xh : Sn → R as Legendrian maps, Arnold’s works can
be used to classify their generic singularities for n ≤ 5 [9]. In particular,
generic singularities of smooth hedgehogs of R3 are cuspidal edges and
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swallowtails. Elliptic and hyperbolic regions, which are defined by the
sign of the Gauss curvature κh = 1/Rh, are separated by cuspidal edges
on which the curvature function Rh is equal to 0 (or, loosely speaking, on
which the Gauss curvature κh is infinite): see Figure 3 (a). Swallowtails
are the cusp points of cuspidal edges and we can distinguish two types
of swallowtails (negative or positive) according to the sign of the Gauss
curvature on the tail: see Figure 3 (a) and (b). More precisely, there
exists an open dense subset U of C∞ (S2;R) in the C4-topology, such
that: for all h ∈ U , the singularities of Hh are all equivalent to one of
the three models of singularities represented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Generic singularities of hedgehogs in R3

2.2 Focal (or evolute) of a hedgehog Hh ⊂ Rn+1

Let Hh be a hedgehog of Rn+1 such that h ∈ C∞ (Sn;R). For all u ∈ Sn,
the normal line to Hh at xh (u) is defined to be the line passing through
xh (u) and oriented by u; this normal line N∇h (u) := {∇h (u)} + Ru is
the perpendicular to the support hyperplane to Hh at xh (u). The focal
set (or evolute) ofHh is the locus of its centers of principal curvatures, or
equivalently, the envelope of its normal lines. This set is also the union
of all the singular points of all the parallel hedgehogs Hh+r, (r ∈ R).
Since it only depends on the gradient of h, we will denote it by F∇h.
The focal (or evolute) F∇h of Hh is the singular hypersurface of Rn+1
formed by all the principal centers of curvature of Hh and it consists of n
sheets F1∇h, . . . ,Fn∇h corresponding respectively to the principal radii of
curvature R1h, . . . , R

n
h ofHh, which we label so that R1h ≤ R2h ≤ . . . ≤ Rn

h.
For all k ∈ [|1, n|], the sheet Fk∇h can be parametrized by

ck∇h : Sn → Rn+1, u 7→ ck∇h (u) = xh (u)−Rk
h (u)u = ∇h (u)− λk∇h (u)u,

since xh (u) = ∇h (u)+h (u)u and Ri
h (u) =

(
λk∇h + h

)
(u), where∇h (u)

is the gradient of h at u, and λ1∇h (u) , . . . , λn∇h (u) are the respective
eigenvalues of the Hessian of Hh at u.
In most of the papers on concurrent normals to a convex body K

with a smooth boundary ∂K in Rn+1, the evolute of ∂K is also regarded
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as the complement of the set of points x ∈ Rn+1 such that the square of
the distance function from x induces a Morse function on ∂K:

dx : ∂K → R
y 7→ ‖x− y‖2 ,

where ‖.‖ : Rn+1 → R+ is the Euclidean norm.
In this paper, we will adopt another point of view. For any x ∈ Rn+1,
we will consider the support function of Hh with respect to x, that is
hx : Sn → R, u 7→ h (u) − 〈x, u〉, and we will regard the evolute F∇h
as the complement of set of points x ∈ Rn+1 such that hx : Sn → R is
a Morse function. In other words, we will regard the evolute of Hh as
the subset F∇h of Rn+1 on which the number and nature of the critical
points of hx change. We will make use of singularity theory and Morse
theory viewpoints in order to describe and summarize these changes. In
particular, we will make essential use of the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let Hh be a hedgehog of Rn+1 such that h ∈ C∞ (Sn;R),
and let x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h. For all u ∈ Sn, the normal line N∇h (u) to Hh

at xh (u) is passing through x if, and only if, ∇ (hx) (u) = 0. Thus, the
number of normal lines to Hh passing through x is given by

N∇h (x) = # {u ∈ Sn |∇ (hx) (u) = 0}
Proof. The point {x} can be regarded as the hedgehog with support
function lx : Sn → R, u 7→ 〈x, u〉, and for all u ∈ Sn, we have:

x = lx (u)u+∇ (lx) (u) = 〈x, u〉u+ πu⊥ (x) ,

where πu⊥(x) is the orthogonal projection of x onto the linear hyperplane
that is orthogonal to u. Therefore, the hedgehog Hhx is the Minkowski
difference Hh − {x}, and for all u ∈ Sn, we have:

xhx (u) = hx (u)u+∇ (hx) (u) = xh (u)−x = hx (u)u+(∇h (u)− πu⊥ (x)) ,

so that ∇ (hx) (u) = ∇h (u)−πu⊥ (x). Now, for all u ∈ Sn, we thus have:

(x ∈ N∇h (u))⇔ (∃r ∈ R, xh (u) + ru = x)
⇔ (∃r ∈ R, (hx (u) + r)u+∇h (u)− πu⊥ (x) = 0)
⇔ (∇h (u)− πu⊥ (x) = 0)⇔ (∇ (hx) (u) = 0) .

�
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2.3 Singularity and Morse theories viewpoints
In this subsection, we essentially follow [18, 9.1]. Given h ∈ C∞ (Sn;R),
we consider the following family of functions

Fh :URn+1 := Rn+1 × Sn → R
(x, u) 7→ hx (u) = h (u)− 〈x, u〉 .

The critical set (or catastrophe manifold) of Fh is the set

C∇h =

{
(x, u) ∈ URn+1

∣∣∣∣∂Fh∂u
(x, u) = 0 i.e. ∇ (hx) (u) = 0

}
.

The catastrophe map χ := χ∇h is the restriction to the critical set C∇h
of the projection π : URn+1 → Rn+1, (x, u) 7→ x. The singularity set
S∇h is the set of points of C∇h at which the catastrophe map χ has rank
less than n+ 1:

S∇h :=
{

(x, u) ∈ C∇h
∣∣rk [T(x,u)χ] < n+ 1

}
=
{

(x, u) ∈ C∇h
∣∣∃k ∈ [|1, n|] , x = ck∇h (u)

}
= {(x, u) ∈ C∇h |∃k ∈ [|1, n|] , 0 = ck∇h (u)− x = ck∇(hx) (u)

= ∇ (hx) (u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

−λk∇(hx)(u)u


=
{

(x, u) ∈ C∇h
∣∣∃k ∈ [|1, n|] , λk∇(hx) (u) = 0

}
=
{

(x, u) ∈ C∇h
∣∣(det ◦∇2

)
(hx) (u) = 0

}
,

where ∇2 is the Hessian operator and thus M = det ◦∇2 the Monge-
Ampère one. It is thus the set of points (x, u) ∈ C∇h at which Fh :
URn+1 → R has a degenerate critical point. The bifurcation set of
Fh : URn+1 → R is defined to be the image of the singularity set S∇h
under the catastrophe map χ. It is none other than the focal F∇h of the
hedgehog Hh in Rn+1 (and of any hedgehog that is parallel to Hh, that
is of the form Hh+λ, where λ ∈ R):

χ (S∇h) = F∇h =

n⋃
k=1

Fk∇h ,

where Fk∇h := ck∇h (Sn) =
{
x ∈ Rn+1

∣∣∃u ∈ Sn, x = ck∇h (u)
}

=
{
x ∈ F∇h

∣∣∃u ∈ Sn, ∇ (hx) (u) = 0 and λk∇(hx) (u) = 0
}
.

Note that

Rn+1 \ F∇h =
{
x ∈ Rn+1 |hx : Sn → R is a Morse function

}
,
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while the bifurcation set F∇h = χ (S∇h) is the subset of Rn+1 on which
the number and nature of the critical points of hx : Sn → R change (for
by structural stability of Morse functions such a change can only occur
passing through a degenerate critical point). This can be of course be
checked by a direct computation.

2.3.1 Index of a point with respect to the focal

Of course, every x belonging to the unbounded connected component of
Rn+1 \ F∇h lies on exactly two normal lines to Hh. We have proved in
Proposition 1 that, for every x ∈ Rn+1 \F∇h, the number of normal lines
to Hh passing through x is given by:

N∇h (x) = # {u ∈ Sn |∇ (hx) (u) = 0} .
This number N∇h (x) is constant and even on any connected component
of Rn+1 \ F∇h [7, Theorem 4], and it suddenly changes by two units
every time x transversally crosses F∇h at a simple regular point, so that
N∇h (x) is even for any x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h. It is thus natural to define, for
every x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h, the index iF∇h(x) of x with respect to F∇h by
putting:

iF∇h(x) := 1− 1

2
N∇h(x) ,

This index induces a transverse orientation of the regular part of F∇h
(and thus of any of its n sheets): F∇h is transversely oriented so that
the number of normal lines to Hh passing through x increases by two
units when x transversally crosses F∇h at a simple regular point in the
direction of the transverse orientation.
Let x ∈ Rn+1 \F∇h so that hx : Sn → R is a Morse function. Denote

by Cm (x) and CM (x) the respective numbers of critical points of index
0 and n of this Morse function (that is, the respective numbers of its
local minima and maxima), and, for every i ∈ [|1, n− 1|], denote by Si (x)
the number of its critical points of index i. We know that the number
of normal lines to Hh passing through x is then given by:

N∇h (x) = # ({u ∈ Sn |∇ (hx) (u) = 0})

= Cm (x) +
n−1∑
i=1

Si (x) + CM (x) . (1)

Furthermore, by virtue of the Morse-Euler relationship, we have:

Cm (x) +

n−1∑
i=1

(−1)i Si (x) + (−1)nCM (x) = χ (Sn) , (2)
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where χ (Sn) is the Euler characteristic of Sn, i.e. 1 + (−1)n.
From (1) and (2), we can immediately deduce that:

iF∇h(x) :=



−
p∑
l=1

S2l−1 (x) if n = 2p ∈ 2Z∗

1−
(
Cm +

p∑
l=1

S2l

)
(x) , or equivalently,

1−
(
CM +

p−1∑
l=0

S2l+1

)
(x) if n− 1 = 2p ∈ 2Z∗,

(3)

2.3.2 Index decomposition

For any k ∈ [|1, n|], assume that x moves and transversally crosses the kth
sheet Fk∇h of F∇h at a simple regular point of Fk∇h in the direction of the
transverse orientation. We know this crossing of Fk∇h results in a two-
units increase in the number of normal lines to Hh passing through x
(i.e. in the number of critical points of hx : Sn → R). From the Morse-
Euler relationship, the two new critical points of hx cannot be of the
same index (since the two indices must have different parities). Since,
moreover, Fk∇h is given by

Fk∇h =
{
x ∈ F∇h

∣∣∃u ∈ Sn, ∇ (hx) (u) = 0 and λk∇(hx) (u) = 0
}
,

it appears that the two critical points of hx : Sn → R that arise at
the moment of the crossing of Fk∇h have adjacent indices k − 1 and k,
the sign of the function λk∇(hx) : Sn → R being different at these two
points. Therefore, this crossing of Fk∇h has the effect of transforming
the vector v (x) = (Cm (x) , S1 (x) , . . . , Sn−1 (x) , CM (x)) into the vector
v (x) + ek−1 + ek, where (e0, . . . , en) is the canonical basis of Rn+1.
Now, let us distinguish two cases according to the parity of n − 1.

In both cases, and for every x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h, we will split the index
iF∇h(x) of x with respect to the focal F∇h into the sum over k ∈ [|1, n|]
of the (appropriately defined) index iFk∇h(x) of x with respect to the kth

sheet Fk∇h of F∇h.
In the case that n = 2p ∈2Z∗, define the indices iFk∇h(x), (k ∈ [|1, 2p|]), by

12





iF1∇h(x) = 1− Cm (x)

iF2∇h(x) = (Cm − S1) (x)− 1
...

iFp∇h(x) = (−1)p−1
(
1−

(
Cm − S1 + . . .+ (−1)p−1 Sp−1

)
(x)
)

iFp+1∇h
(x) = (−1)p−1

(
1−

(
CM − S2p−1 + . . .+ (−1)p−1 Sp+1

)
(x)
)

...
iF2p−1∇h

(x) = (CM − S2p−1) (x)− 1

iF2p∇h
(x) = 1− CM (x)

for all x ∈ R2p+1 \ F∇h, so that when x moves and transversally crosses
the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h at a simple regular point of Fk∇h in the direction
of the transverse orientation, then the index iFk∇h(x) decreases by one
unit. Thus, for every x ∈ R2p+1 \F∇h, iFk∇h(x) can be interpreted as the
index of x with respect to Fk∇h equipped with its transverse orientation.
Note that, for every x ∈ R2p+1 \ F∇h, the 2p strong Morse inequalities,
which give lower bounds for the number of critical points of each index of
the Morse function hx : S2p → R in terms of the Betti numbers of S2p, can
simply be rewritten as: ∀k ∈ [|1, 2p|], iFk∇h(x) ≤ 0. In other words, these
2p indices are nonpositive, and, for every k ∈ [|1, 2p|], the index iFk∇h(x)

negatively measures how far from equality we are in the kth strong Morse
inequality when considering the Morse function hx : S2p → R.
Similarly, in the case that n − 1 = 2p ∈ 2Z∗, define the indices

iFk∇h(x) , (k ∈ [|1, 2p+ 1|]), by:

iF1∇h(x) = 1− Cm (x)

iF2∇h(x) = (Cm − S1) (x)− 1
...

iFp+1∇h
(x) = (−1)p

(
1−

(
Cm +

p∑
l=1

(−1)l Sl

)
(x)

)
...

iF2p∇h
(x) = (CM − S2p−1) (x)− 1

iF2p+1∇h
(x) = 1− CM (x) .

.
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for all x ∈ R2p+2 \ F∇h, so that when x moves and transversally crosses
the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h at a simple regular point of Fk∇h in the direction
of the transverse orientation, then the index iFk∇h(x) decreases by one
unit. Thus, for every x ∈ R2p+2 \F∇h, iFk∇h(x) can be interpreted as the
index of x with respect to Fk∇h equipped with its transverse orientation.
Again, for every x ∈ R2p+2\F∇h, the 2p+1 strong Morse inequalities,

which give lower bounds for the number of critical points of each index
of the Morse function hx : S2p+1 → R in terms of the Betti numbers
of S2p+1, can simply be rewritten as: ∀k ∈ [|1, 2p+ 1|], iFk∇h(x) ≤ 0.
These 2p + 1 indices are nonpositive, and, for every k ∈ [|1, 2p+ 1|],
the index iFk∇h(x) negatively measures how far from equality we are in
the kth strong Morse inequality when considering the Morse function
hx : S2p+1 → R.
In both cases (n even or odd), using the Morse-Euler relationship we

can verify that:

Proposition 2. For every x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h, we have

iF∇h(x) =
n∑
k=1

iFk∇h(x) ,

and, for every k ∈ [|1, n|], iFk∇h(x) can be interpreted as the index of x
with respect to the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h equipped with its transverse
orientation; the index iFk∇h(x) negatively measures how far from equality
we are in the kth strong Morse inequality when considering the Morse
function hx : Sn → R, (k ∈ [|1, n|]).

We define the interior and the body of the focal F∇h by setting,
respectively,

Int (F∇h) :=
{
x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h |iF∇h(x) < 0

}
,

and
K (F∇h) := F∇h ∪ Int (F∇h) .

Of course, for every k ∈ [|1, n|] we can also define the interior and the
body of the kth sheet Fk∇h of the focal by setting, respectively,

Int
(
Fk∇h

)
:=
{
x ∈ Rn+1 \ Fk∇h

∣∣∣iFk∇h(x) < 0
}
,

where iFk∇h(x) is defined as indicated above, and

K
(
Fk∇h

)
:= Fk∇h ∪ Int

(
Fk∇h

)
.
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It has been proved that arbitrarily close to the center of the minimal
spherical shell of a convex body K ⊂ Rn+1 with support function h ∈
C∞ (Sn;R), there exists points x ∈ Rn+1 \ F∇h such that Cm (x) ≥ 2
and CM (x) ≥ 2 [7, Lemma 3], so that iF1∇h(x) = 1 − Cm (x) ≤ −1 and
iFn∇h(x) = 1− CM (x) ≤ −1. In other words, we have:

Int
(
F1∇h

)
∩ Int (Fn∇h) 6= ∅.

2.4 Singular locus of the focal F∇h of Hh ⊂ Rn+1

Here Hh is a hedgehog of Rn+1 such that h ∈ C∞ (Sn;R). When two
principal radii of curvature Rk

h, R
l
h ofHh coincide at a point u ∈ Sn, then

the corresponding sheets Fk∇h, F l∇h of F∇h intersect at ck∇h (u) = cl∇h (u),
and this point is a singular point of both sheets Fk∇h, F l∇h. When all
the principal radii of curvature are pairwise distinct at u ∈ Sn, the
focal F∇h is locally the union of n disjoint patches of hypersurfaces,
parametrized by the maps ck∇h : Sn → Rn+1, u 7→ xh (u) − Rk

h (u)u,
(k ∈ [|1, n|]). Let us examine the regularity of these patches at their point
corresponding to u. In the case that the principal radii of curvature are
pairwise distinct at u ∈ Sn, there exists an orthonormal basis of TuSn
consisting of eigenvectors v1, . . . , vn of the tangent map Tuxh associated
respectively with R1h (u) , . . . , Rn

h (u): ∀k ∈ [|1, n|], (Tuxh) (vk) = Rk
h (u) vk.

For every k ∈ [|1, n|], we have then:

∂ck∇h
∂vk

(u) = (Tuxh) (vk)−
(
∂Rk

h

∂vk
(u)u+Rk

h (u) vk

)
= −∂R

k
h

∂vk
(u)u,

and for every l ∈ [|1, n|] \ {k},

∂ck∇h
∂vl

(u) = (Tuxh)(vl)−
(
∂Rkh
∂vl

(u)u+Rk
h (u) vl

)
=
(
Rl
h −Rk

h

)
(u) vl − ∂Rkh

∂vl
(u)u.

Denote by B the orthonormal system (u, v1, . . . , v̂k, . . . , vn), where the
hat over the term vk means that it must be omitted. A straightforward
computation shows that

detB

[(
∂ck∇h
∂vk

,
∂ck∇h
∂v1

, . . . ,
∂̂ck∇h
∂vk

, . . . ,
∂ck∇h
∂vn

)
(u)

]
,

where the hat means again that the corresponding termmust be omitted,
is equal to

−∂R
k
h

∂vk
(u)

∏
1 ≤ l ≤ n

l 6= k

(
Rl
h −Rk

h

)
(u) .
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Thus:

Proposition 3. For every k ∈ [|1, n|] and every u ∈ Sn, ck∇h (u) is a
singular point of Fk∇h if, and only if, one of the following two conditions
is satisfied:

·Rk
h(u) is an eigenvalue of multiplicity at least 2 of the tangent map Tuxh;

· Rk
h (u) is a simple eigenvalue of Tuxh, and

∂Rkh
∂vk

(u) = 0, vk being a unit
eigenvector of Tuxh associated with Rk

h(u).

For every k ∈ [|1, n|], the singular locus of the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h is
thus given by:

Sing
(
Fk∇h

)
= ck∇h (Sk) ,

where Sk is the set of point u ∈ Sn that satisfy one of the two conditions
of the above proposition; and the singular locus of the focal F∇h is of
course defined by:

Sing (F∇h) :=
n⋃
k=1

Sing
(
Fk∇h

)
.

The three-dimensional case

Corollary. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R), and
let u ∈ S2 be such that

R1h (u) = 0, R2h (u) 6= 0 and
∂R1h
∂v1

(u) 6= 0(
resp. R2h (u) = 0, R1h (u) 6= 0 and

∂R2h
∂v1

(u) 6= 0

)
,

where (v1, v2) is an orthonormal basis of TuS2 made of eigenvectors v1, v2
of Tuxh associated respectively with R1h (u), R2h (u). Then, xh (u) is equal
to c1∇h (u) (resp. c2∇h (u)), which is a regular point of F1∇h (resp. F2∇h),
and a regular point of a cuspidal edge of Hh.

Proof. The first part of the corollary is a straightforward consequence
of the proposition. Now, let (i, j) = (1, 2) (resp. (i, j) = (2, 1)) so that:

Ri
h (u) = 0, Rj

h (u) 6= 0 and
∂Ri

h

∂vi
(u) 6= 0.

Since Rh (u) = 0 and ∇Rh (u) 6= 0, the level set Rh can be para-
metrized as a regular smooth curve Γ in a neighborhood of u on S2.
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Let γ : I → S2, t 7→ γ (t) be this regular parametrization of Γ, and
let t0 ∈ I be such that γ (t0) = u and γ′ (t0) = λ1v1 + λ2v2, where
(λ1, λ2) ∈ R2 \ {(0, 0)}. Since Rh ◦ γ is identically equal to zero on
I, we have (Rh ◦ γ)′ (t0) = 〈∇Rh (u) , γ′ (t0)〉 = 0. On the other hand,
∂Rih
∂vi

(u) := 〈∇Rh (u) , vi〉 6= 0. Therefore γ′ (t0) is not colinear to vi, and
thus λj 6= 0. As a result (xh ◦ γ)′ (t0) = (Tuxh) (γ′ (t0)) = λiR

i
h (u) vi +

λjR
j
h (u) vj 6= 0, that is u = γ (t0) is a regular point of the cuspidal edge

xh (Γ). �

Note in passing that any cuspidal edge of Hh is locally separating a
hyperbolic region from an elliptic one.

2.5 Volume of the focal F∇h of Hh ⊂ Rn+1

Here again Hh is a hedgehog of Rn+1 such that h ∈ C∞ (Sn;R). We can
define the (absolute) volume of its focal F∇h , and, for any k ∈ [|1, n|] the
one of the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h, to be respectively

v (F∇h) := −
∫
Rn+1

iF∇h(x) dx, and v
(
Fk∇h

)
:= −

∫
Rn+1

iFk∇h(x) dx,

where the integrals are with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rn+1.
By the index decomposition, we thus have:

v (F∇h) =
n∑
k=1

v
(
Fk∇h

)
.

In the case where Hh ⊂ R3, the volume of F∇h has already been
introduced by the author in [12], where the following is proved.

Theorem. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R). The
volume of its focal F∇h is given by

v (F∇h) =
1

6

∫
S2
|R1 −R2|3 dσ,

where σ is the spherical Lebesgue measure on S2, and R1 (u), R2 (u) are
the principal radii of curvature of Hh at xh (u). Besides, the map

v : H :=
{
∇h
∣∣h ∈ C4 (S2;R)}→ R+, ∇h 7−→ v (F∇h)

1
3

is a norm on the real vector space of families of parallel hedgehogs with
support function of class C4 in R3.
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3 The three-dimensional case

3.1 Usual index and transverse orientation
Any hedgehog Hh of Rn+1 is a (possibly singular and self-intersecting)
parametrized hypersurface xh : Sn → Hh ⊂ Rn+1 that is equipped with
the transverse orientation defined as follows: at each regular point xh (u)
of Hh, the usual transverse orientation of Hh is given by the normal
vector sgn [Rh (u)]u, where sgn is the sign function and Rh := 1/κh the
curvature function of Hh (κh denoting the Gauss curvature of Hh). The
Kronecker index ih (x) of a point x ∈ Rn+1 \ Hh with respect to Hh can
be defined as the degree of the map

U(h,x) : Sn → Sn, u 7−→ xh(u)− x
‖xh(u)− x‖ ,

and interpreted as the algebraic intersection number of an oriented half-
line with origin x with the hypersurface Hh equipped with its usual
transverse orientation (number independent of the oriented half-line for
an open dense set of directions). The usual transverse orientation and
the Kronecker index are thus mutually associated. It is worth noting that
if we let h̃ (u) = −h (−u) for all u ∈ Sn, where h ∈ C2 (Sn;R), then the
hedgehogs Hh = xh (Sn) and Hh̃ = xh̃ (Sn) are identical as hypersurfaces
of Rn+1 except that they have opposite transverse orientations when
n+ 1 is odd. Indeed

xh̃ (−u) = xh (u) for all u ∈ Sn,
but

sgn
[
Rh̃ (−u)

]
(−u) = (−1)n+1 sgn [Rh (u)]u,

and thus

ih̃ (x) = (−1)n+1 ih (x) for all x ∈ Rn+1 \ Hh.

For n+ 1 = 3, the author proved the following result [13, Theorem 1]:

Theorem. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C2 (S2;R). Then,
for all x ∈ R3 \ Hh, we have:

ih (x) = r+h (x)− r−h (x) ,

where r−h (x) (resp. r+h (x)
)
denotes the number of connected components

of S2 \ h−1x ({0}) on which hx is negative (resp. positive).

Proof. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the main steps of the
proof, which can be useful to understand the following subsection. For
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all x ∈ R3 \ Hh, we have ∇ (hx) (u) 6= 0 whenever hx (u) = 0, (u ∈ S3).
Therefore, for all x ∈ R3 \ Hh, the set h−1x ({0}) consists of a finite
number, say ch (x), of disjoint simple smooth closed spherical curves on
which hx changes sign cleanly. Note that ch (x) = r−h (x) + r+h (x) − 1.
Then, the proof relies on the two following lemmas.

Lemma 1. The map x 7→ ih(x)−
(
r+h (x)− r−h (x)

)
is constant on R3\Hh.

(The first step consists in noticing that x 7→ r−h (x), x 7→ r+h (x) and
thus x 7→ ch (x) are constant on each connected component of R3 \ Hh.
The second one, consists in proving that x 7→ ih (x)−

(
r+h (x)− r−h (x)

)
remains constant as x transversally crosses an elliptic (resp. hyperbolic)
region of Hh. As x transversally crosses a simple elliptic region of Hh at
xh (u) from locally convex to locally concave side, we must distinguish
two cases: (i) If u is pointing towards the locally concave side, then ih (x)
decreases by one unit whereas r−h (x) increases by one unit, and r+h (x) re-
mains constant; (ii) If u is pointing towards the locally convex side, then
ih (x) and r+h (x) increases by one unit whereas r−h (x) remains constant.
As x transversally crosses a simple hyperbolic region of Hh at xh (u) in
the direction of −u, which is the unit normal at xh (u) since xh (u) is
hyperbolic, then ih (x) decreases by one unit and there are exactly two
possibilities: (i) If ch (x) increases by one unit then r−h (x) increases by
one unit and r+h (x) remains constant; (ii) If ch (x) decreases by one unit
then r+h (x) decreases by one unit and r−h (x) remains constant).

Lemma 2. If ‖x‖ is suffi ciently large, then ch (x) = 1.

(This second lemma essentially follows from the fact that xh : S2 →Hh

can be interpreted as the inverse of the Gauss map).

Lemma 2 implies that r−h (x) = r+h (x) = 1 when ‖x‖ is suffi ciently
large, and thus the theorem follows from Lemma 1. �

Since the usual transverse orientation does depend on the orientation
of normal lines to xh (S2) = xh̃ (S2) in R3, we will then rename it ‘the
relative transverse orientation’of Hh in R3, so as to distinguish it from
the one we define below. We refer the reader to [13] for more information
on this subject.

3.2 New index and transverse orientation
In [13], the author introduces the following notion of index of a point
x ∈ R3 \ Hh with respect to Hh:

jh (x) := 1− ch (x) ,
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where ch (x) denotes the number of connected components of (hx)
−1 ({0})

on S2, that is the number of closed spherical curves formed by points
u ∈ S2 such that x belongs to the support hyperplane of Hh at xh (u).
From the above, the index jh : x 7→ jh (x) remains constant on each
connected component of R3 \ Hh. In particular, jh is equal to 0 on the
unbounded component of R3 \ Hh. It is worth noting that the value of
jh (x) must obviously decreases as x transversally crosses Hh at a simple
elliptic point from locally convex to locally concave side. Thus, if Hh

is the boundary of a convex body K of which x is an interior point,
we must have jh (x) = 1, whereas ih (x) = −1 or ih (x) = 1 depending
on whether u points inward or outward from K at xh (u) ∈ Hh = ∂K,
(u ∈ S2).
Now, the jh-index corresponds to the transverse orientation of Hh

that is such that whenever xh (u) is a simple regular point of Hh, then
the normal line to Hh at xh (u), is oriented in the direction that jh
decreases by one unit. Contrary to the usual transverse orientation
of Hh, it is clear from its definition that this transverse orientation of
Hh does not depend on the choice of the orientation of normal lines to
xh (S2) = xh̃ (S2) . We call it ‘the absolute transverse orientation’of Hh.
From the above, this absolute transverse orientation cannot change on
an elliptic region (i.e., a region on which the Gauss curvature of Hh re-
mains positive): the absolute transverse orientation is then simply given
by the direction of convexity. For our present study, the crucial point will
be that a hedgehog of R3 may admit reversals of its absolute transverse
orientation along certain of its self-intersection curves formed by double
hyperbolic points. Such a reversal is possible along a self-intersection
curve formed by double hyperbolic point, but not necessary: it depends
on the global geometry of the hedgehog [13].

Absolute body of Hh in R3

We call absolute body of Hh ⊂ R3, and we denote by Kh, the set
Kh := Hh ∪ Int (Hh) ,

where Int (Hh) := {x ∈ R3 \ Hh |jh (x) 6= 0}.

Comparison to the body of F∇h in R3

Proposition 4. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R).
We have iF∇h ≤ jh on R3 \ (Hh ∪ F∇h).

Proof. Let x ∈ R3 \ (Hh ∪ F∇h). Let A be a connected component of
S2\(hx)

−1 ({0}), and denote by bA the number of connected components
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of its boundary in S2. Now, denote by CA (x) (resp. SA (x)) the number
of local extrema (resp. saddle points) of hx in A. We know that:

CA (x)− SA (x) = 2− bA,
since the Euler characteristic of A is given by χ (A) = 2− bA. Thus the
number NA (x) = CA (x)+SA (x) of critical points of hx in A is such that
NA (x) = bA + 2 (CA (x)− 1) ≥ bA. Therefore N∇h (x) =

∑
ANA (x) ≥∑

A bA = 2ch (x), where the sums are taken over the set of connected
components of S2 \ (hx)

−1 ({0}). Thus:

iF∇h (x) = 1− N∇h (x)

2
≤ 1− ch (x) = jh (x) .

�
Corollary. If the mean of h ∈ C∞ (S2;R) on S2 is equal to 0, then
the absolute body Kh of Hh is included in the body K (F∇h) of its focal
(since in this case (hx)

−1 ({0}) is nonempty for all x ∈ R3).

3.3 Proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2
Proof of Theorem 1. We have assumed that N∇h (u) does not meet
the singular locus of F∇h, and we want to prove that there exists some
r ∈ R such that xh−r (u) is an at least double hyperbolic point of Hh−r.
We thus consider the family (Hh−r)r∈R of the hedgehogs that are parallel
to Hh. Note that the point xh−r (u) = ∇h (u) + (h (u)− r)u describes
the entire normal line N∇h (u) when r describes the entire real line. Our
proof relies on the comparative evolution of the absolute and relative
transverse orientations of Hh−r at xh−r (u) when r describes the entire
real line.
Define a function εuh : R → {−1, 0, 1} as follows: put εuh (r) = 1 if

both transverse orientations of Hh−r are well-defined and identical at
xh−r (u); put εuh (r) = −1 if both transverse orientations of Hh+r are
well-defined and opposite at xh−r (u); finally put εuh (r) = 0 if one the
two transverse orientations cannot be defined at xh−r (u). If xh−r (u)
is a simple elliptic point of Hh−r, the relative transverse orientation of
Hh−r at xh−r (u) is given by u, whereas the absolute one is given by
the direction of convexity at xh−r (u), that is by

(
R1h−r +R2h−r

)
(u)u,

with R1h−r (u), R2h−r (u) being the principal radii of curvature of Hh−r
at xh−r (u). In other words, we have in this case:

εuh (r) = sgn
[(
R1h−r +R2h−r

)
(u)
]

= sgn
[(
R1h +R2h

)
(u)− 2r

]
.

In fact this definition makes sense for any r ∈ R such that Rh−r (u) > 0
(i.e., such that xh−r (u) is an elliptic point of Hh−r). Note we have thus
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εuh (r) =

{
1 if r < R1h (u)

−1 if r > R2h (u)

(since Rh−r (u) =
(
R1h−rR

2
h−r
)

(u) = (R1h (u)− r) (R2h (u)− r) > 0 if
r /∈ [R1h (u) , R2h (u)]), so that εuh : R → {−1, 0, 1} has a sign change on
[R1h (u) , R2h (u)].
If r ∈ {R1h (u) , R2h (u)}, then Rh−r (u) = 0 so that xh−r is a singular

point of Hh−r, and thus a point of F∇h (namely, c1∇h (u) or c2∇h (u)).
Since N∇h (u) does not contain any singular point of F∇h, xh−r (u) is
then a regular point of a cuspidal edge xh−r (Γ) (see Subsect. 2.4), which
is separating a hyperbolic region of Hh−r from an elliptic one, and a sign
change of εuh cannot occur at such a point. In fact, we still could define
εuh (r) by εuh (r) = sgn

[(
R1h−r +R2h−r

)
(u)
]
in order to be consistent with

the changes of the ih−r and jh−r indices at the points of the adjacent
elliptic region.

Finally, let us come to the case where r ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[. We then
have R1h−r (u) = R1h (u) − r < 0 and R2h−r (u) = R2h (u) − r > 0 so that
xh−r (u) is a hyperbolic point ofHh−r: Rh−r (u) = R1h−r (u)R2h−r (u) < 0.
If xh−r (u) is moreover a single point of Hh−r, then for any ρ that is close
enough to r in ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[, xh−ρ (u) is a hyperbolic point of Hh−ρ,
and the configuration of hxh−ρ(u) (R−), hxh−ρ(u) ({0}) and hxh−ρ(u) (R+) on
S2 is qualitatively the same that the one of hxh−r(u) (R−), hxh−r(u) ({0})
and hxh−r(u) (R+), so that there is no sign change of εuh at r in such
a case (see the relationships between ih (x), jh (x) and r−h (x), r+h (x),
ch (x) that we gave in Section 3 for all x ∈ R3 \ Hh). Therefore, if a sign
change of εuh occurs at r ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[, then the hyperbolic point
xh−r (u) of Hh−r is a multiple point of Hh−r. But, a sign change of εuh
at r ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[ cannot be due to the fact that x = xh−r (u) is
also an elliptic point xh−r (v) or a singular point xh−r (v) of Hh−r, which
must be a regular point of a cuspidal edge of Hh−r since by assumption
N∇h (u) does not meet Sing (F∇h). Indeed, if x = xh−r (u) is such a
point xh−r (v), then there exists a a neighborhood V of v in S2 such that
the absolute transverse orientation of xh−r (V) is fully determined by the
direction of convexity on its elliptic part, so that no change of this ab-
solute transverse orientation can be due to the crossing with the image
under xh−r of a neighborhood of u in S2. Thus, in the present case,
if a sign change of εuh occurs at r then xh−r (u) is an (at least double)
hyperbolic point of Hh−r, which achieves the proof. �

Our proof of Corollary 2 will make use of the following remark.
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Remark. Let Hh be a hedgehog such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R). For any
u ∈ S2 such that x = xh (u) ∈ R3\F∇h, denote by F (∇hx) the foliation
of S2 by the level lines of hx : S2 → R. For any such u ∈ S2, we have:

(u is a saddle point of F(∇hx))⇐⇒ (x = xh(u) is a hyperbolic point of Hh).

Proof of corollary 2. Assume first that there exists some u ∈ S2 such
that N∇h (u) ∩ Sing (F∇h) = ∅. We then know from Theorem 1 that
there exists some r ∈ R such that xh−r (u) = xh (u) − ru ∈ N∇h (u)
is an (at least) double hyperbolic point of Hh−r: that is, there exists
v ∈ S2 \ {u}, such that:

xh−r (u) = xh−r (v) , Rh−r (u) < 0, and Rh−r (v) < 0.

If this point x = xh−r (u) belongs to R3 \ F∇h, then

iF∇h (x) = −S (x) ≤ −2,

where S (x) is the number of saddle points of F (∇hx) (see (3) and the
above remark), and thus N∇h (x) = 2 (1− iF∇h (x)) ≥ 6. In that case,
knowing that N∇h remains constant on each component of R3 \ F∇h,
there thus exists an open set formed by points of R3 \ F∇h lying on
at least 6 normal lines to Hh. To reach the same conclusion in the case
where x = xh−r (u) ∈ F∇h, it suffi ces to prove that, arbitrarily close to x,
there exists points y ∈ R3 \ F∇h such that iF∇h (y) = −S (y) ≤ −2, and
thus N∇h (y) = 2 (1− iF∇h (y)) ≥ 6. Since u, v ∈ S2 are such that u 6= v,
Rh−r (u) < 0 and Rh−r (v) < 0, there exist U × I, V × J neighborhoods
of respectively (u, r) and (v, r) in S2 × R, such that U ∩ V 6= ∅ and
Rh−ρ (ω) < 0 for all (ω, ρ) in (U × I) or (V × J ). Besides, there exists
a neighborhood Y of x = xh−r (u) = xh−r (v) in R3 such that any point
y ∈ Y∩ (R3 \ F∇h) can be written under the form x

h−ρ (ω) with (ω, ρ) ∈
U × I (resp. (ω, ρ) ∈ V × J ). Therefore, any y ∈ Y∩ (R3 \ F∇h) is such
that iF∇h (y) = −S (y) ≤ −2, and thus N∇h (y) = 2 (1− iF∇h (y)) ≥ 6.
Indeed, the foliation of S2 by the level lines of hy : S2 → R has at least
two distinct saddle points: one in U and the other in V. Thus, in that
case also, there exists an open set formed by points of R3 \ Hh lying on
at least 6 normal lines to Hh.
Therefore, it only remains to consider the case where all the normal

lines to Hh meet the singular locus Sing (F∇h) of its focal F∇h, that is:
∀u ∈ S2, N∇h (u) ∩ Sing (F∇h) 6= ∅. But in this last case, there must
exist a point of R3 lying on infinitely many normal lines to Hh. �
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3.4 Critical saddle points
It is worth to stress that x = xh−r (u) = xh−r (v), the double hyperbolic
point of Hh−r that Theorem 1 states to exist, is not an arbitrary double
hyperbolic point of Hh−r but a double hyperbolic point of Hh−r in the
vicinity of which the absolute transverse orientation of Hh−r is reversed.
This property can be read on the foliation F (∇hx) of S2 by the level
lines of hx : S2 → R. Saying that x = xh−r (u) = xh−r (v) is a double
hyperbolic point of Hh−r is equivalent to saying that u and v are saddle
points of F (hx) lying on (hx)

−1 ({r}). Now, saying that x is a double
hyperbolic point of Hh−r in the vicinity of which the absolute transverse
orientation of Hh−r is reversed is equivalent to saying that these saddle
points u, v of F (∇hx) lying on (h− r)−1x {0} = (hx)

−1 ({r}) are ‘critical
saddle points’in the following sense.

Definition. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R),
and let u ∈ S2 be such that x = xh (u) is a hyperbolic point of Hh.
Note that u ∈ S2 is such that any v ∈ S2 that is suffi ciently close to
u is a saddle point of F (∇hy), where y = xh (v). We say that such a
point v disconnects (hy)

−1(R−) (resp. (hy)
−1(R+)

)
if (hy)

−1(R−) and
(hy)

−1(R−)\{v}
(
resp. (hy)

−1(R+) and (hy)
−1(R+)\{v}

)
does not have

the same number of connected components. Now, the saddle point u of
F (∇hx) is said to be critical if the disconnecting or nondisconnecting
character of v with respect to (hy)

−1(R−) and (hy)
−1 (R+) changes in

every neighborhood of u in the region of (Rh)
−1 (R∗−) containing it.

By considering carefully the following three types of pairs of saddle
points of F (∇hx) shown in Figure 4, we check that u and v are critical
saddle points of F (∇hx) in the first case (a), and only in this case.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4
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Recall that the critical and singular sets, C∇h and S∇h, can respec-
tively be defined by

C∇h := {(x, u) ∈ UR3 |∇ (hx) (u) = 0}
= {(x, u) ∈ UR3 |x ∈ N∇h (u)} ,

where N∇h (u) := {∇h (u)}+Ru is the normal line to Hh at xh (u), and

S∇h :=
{

(x, u) ∈ C∇h
∣∣∃k ∈ [|1, 2|] , x = ck∇h (u)

}
= {(x, u) ∈ C∇h |(det ◦∇2) (hx) (u) = 0} .

The following subset of C∇h \ S∇h played an important role in our
proof of Theorem 1:

Σc
∇h =: {(x, u) ∈ C∇h |u is a critical saddle point of F (∇hx)} .

More precisely, our proof relies on the fact that under the assumption
N∇h (u) ∩ Sing (F∇h) = ∅, the focal segment [c1∇h (u) , c2∇h (u)] con-
tains some interior point x such that (x, u) ∈ Σc

∇h. Indeed, for every
x ∈ N∇h (u), (x, u) ∈ Σc

∇h if, and only if, there exist some r ∈ R such
that x = xh−r (u) is a hyperbolic point of Hh−r and a neighborhood U
of u on S2 such that the absolute transverse orientation of xh−r (U) is
reversed in the vicinity of xh−r (u). From this remark we can deduce the
following refinement of Corollary 2.

Proposition 5. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R3 such that h ∈ C∞ (S2;R).
If there does not exist a point of R3 lying on infinitely many normal
lines to Hh, then there exist infinitely many normal lines to Hh that do
no meet the singular locus of F∇h and any one of these lines meets the
closure of Int (F1∇h) ∩ Int (F2∇h).

Proof Let u be any point of S2 such that N∇h (u)∩Sing (F∇h) = ∅.
For such a point u, we know from our proof of Theorem 1 that there
exists some r ∈ R such that u is a critical saddle point of F (∇hx), where
x = xh−r (u). By the very definition of a critical saddle point, this shows
that Cm (x) ≥ 2 and CM (x) ≥ 2. If x ∈ R3\F∇h, this exactly means that
x ∈ Int (F1∇h) ∩ Int (F2∇h). Now if x ∈ F∇h, we know that arbitrarily
close to x, there are points y ∈ R3\F∇h, and that if y ∈ R3\F∇h is closed
enough to x, then Cm (y) ≥ 2 and CM (y) ≥ 2 (the arguments are the
same as those used by E. Heil in [5]), so that y ∈ Int (F1∇h)∩ Int (F2∇h).
Therefore, in any case, x ∈ Int (F1∇h) ∩ Int (F2∇h). �

In higher dimension, our idea is to adopt the same type of approach.
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4 The four-dimensional case

In order to follow a similar approach in the four dimensional case, we
must overcome a series of diffi culties.

First of all, when considering a hedgehog Hh in R4, we have to deal
with two types of ‘hyperbolic points’, that is of points x = xh (u) in
which the principal radii of curvature are non zero and not all of the
same sign: a hyperbolic point x = xh (u) is of type 1 if Rh (u) < 0, and
then it corresponds to a type 1 saddle point u of hx (i.e. to a critical
point u of index 1 of hx); and a hyperbolic point x = xh (u) is of type
2 if Rh (u) > 0, and then it corresponds to a type 2 saddle point u of
hx (i.e. to a critical point u of index 2 of hx). We will often say simply
‘i-saddle of F (∇hx)’instead of ‘type i saddle point u of hx’, (i ∈ [|1, 2|]).
Besides, in the four dimensional case the usual transverse orientation

of xh (S3) = xh̃ (S3) is no longer relative but absolute due to the even
parity of the dimension of R4: it does not depend on the choice between
h and h̃ as the support function (i.e. it does not depends on the choice
of the orientation of the normal lines to the hypersurface). On the other
hand, if the index rh defined by

rh (x) = r+h (x)− r−h (x) for all x ∈ Rn+1 \ Hh,

where r−h (x) (resp. r+h (x)) is the number of connected components of
Sn \ h−1x ({0}) on which hx : Sn → R is negative (resp. positive), is none
other that the usual index ih for n+1 = 3 (see above and [13]), it provides
us with a new index and a new transverse orientation which is relative
(to the choice of the orientation of the normal lines to xh (S3) = xh̃ (S3))
for n+ 1 = 4. We will call it ‘the relative transverse orientation’.

4.1 New index and transverse orientation
LetHh be a hedgehog of R4 such that h ∈ C∞ (S3;R). Above, we defined
the index rh : R4 \ Hh → N as follows:

rh (x) = r+h (x)− r−h (x) for all x ∈ R4 \ Hh,

where r−h (x) (resp. r+h (x)) denotes the number of connected components
of S3 \ h−1x ({0}) on which hx : S3 → R is negative (resp. positive). Of
course, the index rh remains constant on each connected component of
R4 \Hh. In particular, rh is equal to 0 on the unbounded component of
R4\Hh. It worth noting that the value of rh (x) must obviously decrease
by one unit as x orthogonally crosses Hh at a simple elliptic point x0 =
xh (u0) in the direction of u0 ∈ S3. When the crossing occurs at a simple
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hyperbolic point x0 = xh (u0), it is necessary to distinguish two cases
depending on whether the saddle point u0 of F (∇hx0) disconnects the
connected component, say Lu0 , of (hx0)

−1 ({0}) containing it or not. We
can imagine an example of each of these two configurations by rotating
the two figures shown in Figure 5 around a vertical axis passing through
the saddle point u0 in R3 ⊂ S3 = R3∪{∞}. If Lu0 \{u0} is disconnected,
as in the first example, we can check that the value of rh (x) decreases
by one unit as x orthogonally crosses Hh at x0 = xh (u0) in the direction
of −u0. We say then that x0 is an active hyperbolic point of Hh, and
that u0 is an active saddle point of F (∇hx0). If Lu0 \ {u0} is connected,
as in the second example where Lu0 is a torus pinched at u0, we can
check that the value of rh (x) does not change as x orthogonally crosses
Hh at x0 = xh (u0). We say then that x0 is a neutral hyperbolic point
of Hh, and that u0 is a neutral saddle point of F (∇hx0). In short, the
‘relative transverse orientation’of Hh (that is, the one that is associated
with the rh-index) is such that whenever xh (u) is a simple regular point
of Hh, then the normal line to Hh at xh (u) is oriented in the direction
of u (resp. −u) if xh (u) is elliptical (resp. hyperbolic and active), and
is not oriented if xh (u) is a neutral hyperbolic point.

Pairing saddle Neutral saddle

Figure 5

4.2 Effect of a transverse crossing of F∇h and iF2∇h
Let k ∈ [|1, 3|]. As noticed above in 2.3.2., when x ∈ R4 transversally
crosses the kth sheet Fk∇h of F∇h at a simple regular point of Fk∇h in
the direction of the transverse orientation, this crossing of Fk∇h results
in a two-units increase in the number of critical points of hx : S3 → R,
and the two critical points created have consecutive indices k− 1 and k.
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Of course, the same crossing but in the opposite direction results in
the elimination of such a pair of critical points. Mathematically, such
a transition can be regarded as a path in the vector space C∞ (S3;R)
that crosses a ‘codimension 1 non-Morse stratum’transversely at one
point. We know from ‘parametrized Morse theory’that: (i) at the very
moment of the transition, hx : S3 → R admits a so-called ‘birth-death
singularity’; (ii) the transition itself can locally be described by a smooth
family of functions ft : u 7→ ft (u) parametrized by t, (t ∈ R), of the form

ft (u1, u2, u3) = u31 − tu1 + ε2u
2
2 + ε3u

2
3 + g (t) ,

where ε2, ε3 ∈ {±1}, with respect to some local coordinates (u1, u2, u3);
when t < 0, ft : u 7→ ft (u) is a Morse function without critical point; f0 :
u 7→ f0 (u) is a generalized Morse function with a birth-death singularity
at u = (0, 0, 0); when t > 0, ft : u 7→ ft (u) is a Morse function with two
critical points of consecutive indices (these points were ‘born’at t = 0).
When x ∈ R4 transversally crosses F∇h at a simple regular point

in the direction of the transverse orientation, we are thus in one of the
following three cases:

Case
ε2 = ε3 = 1
ε2 6= ε3
ε2 = ε3 = −1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Sheet crossed by x

F1∇h
F2∇h
F3∇h

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Pair of critical points that are born
1 local minimal and 1 type 1 saddle
1 type 1 saddle and 1 type 2 saddle
1 local maxima and 1 type 2 saddle

In the first (resp. third) case, a ‘trivial bubble’ (a ‘trivial centre-
saddle pairing’ of F (∇hx)) was born as shown in Figure 6 (a): the
centre of this trivial centre-saddle pairing is of course located inside the
bubble, and the corresponding saddle point is obviously active. In the
second case, two saddle points of distinct types of F (∇hx) were born.
In the vicinity of each of them, the level set of the corresponding saddle
point looks qualitatively like the piece of surface shown in Figure 6 (b).
Moreover, the two level sets corresponding to these two saddle points
are in fact two pinched torus that are ‘linked somehow like a Hopf link’
[19]. In particular, these two saddle points are neutral.
Let x ∈ R4 \ F∇h. For any regular value d of hx : S3 → R, denote by

ghx (d) the genus of the (not necessarily connected) surface (hx)
−1 ({d}).

Now, for any critical value c of hx, put

ghx (c) := min
ε>0

(max ({ghx (d) |d regular value of hx in ]c− ε, d+ ε[})) ,

and then
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Gh (x) =
1

2

∑
c∈Ch(x)

ghx (c) , where Ch (x) = hx
({
u ∈ S3 |∇hx (u) = 0

})
.

From the above study, when x transversally crosses F∇h at a sim-
ple regular point x0 ∈ F∇h, the value of Gh (x) changes if, and only if
x0 ∈ F2∇h. In this case, the value of Gh (x) increases (resp. decreases) by
one unit if the crossing occurs in the direction of the transverse orienta-
tion of F∇h (resp. in the opposite direction). Knowing that Gh (x) = 0
when x is far from Hh, we deduce the following result.

Theorem 3. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R4 such that h ∈ C∞ (S3;R),
let F∇h denote its focal surface, and let F2∇h be the second sheet of F∇h.
We have: ∀x ∈ R4 \ F2∇h, iF2∇h (x) = −Gh (x).

As a corollary we obtain that: ∀x ∈ R4 \ F2∇h,

Int
(
F2∇h

)
=
{
x ∈ R4 \ F2∇h |Gh (x) 6= 0

}
;

and thus:

(
x ∈ Int

(
F2∇h

))
⇐⇒

(
hx : S3 → R admits a smooth
level surface with nonzero genus

)
;

which is the statement of theorem 2.

(a) (b)
Figure 6
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4.3 Critical saddle points
As in dimension 3, our idea will be to focus our attention, for each
u ∈ S3 such that N∇h (u)∩Sing (F∇h) = ∅, on the values of r such that
x = xh−r (u) is a (type 1 or type 2) hyperbolic point of Hh−r (and thus,
u a saddle point of F (∇hx)) at which the relative transverse orientation
of Hh−r switches (here, between the active and neutral modes): we will
say then that u is a critical (type 1 or type 2) saddle point of F (∇hx),
where x = xh−r (u).

Definition. Let Hh be a hedgehog of R4 such that h ∈ C∞ (S3;R),
and let x = xh (u) be a hyperbolic point of type i of Hh, (i ∈ [|1, 2|]).
Then, any v ∈ S3 that is suffi ciently close to u on S3 is a i-saddle
point of F (∇hy), where y = xh (v). We say that such an v disconnects
(hy)

−1 ({0}) if (hy)
−1 ({0}) and (hy)

−1 ({0}) \ {v} do not have the same
number of connected components. Now, the saddle point u of F (∇hx)
is said to be critical if the disconnecting or nondisconnecting character
of v changes in every neighborhood of u in the region of (Rh)

−1 (R∗)
containing it.

Return briefly to singularity and Morse theories viewpoints. The
critical and singular sets, C∇h and S∇h, can respectively be defined by

C∇h := {(x, u) ∈ UR4 |∇ (hx) (u) = 0}
= {(x, u) ∈ UR4 |x ∈ N∇h (u)} ,

where N∇h (u) := {∇h (u)}+Ru is the normal line to Hh at xh (u), and

S∇h :=
{

(x, u) ∈ C∇h
∣∣∃k ∈ [|1, 3|] , x = ck∇h (u)

}
= {(x, u) ∈ C∇h |(det ◦∇2) (hx) (u) = 0} .

For each i ∈ [|1, 2|], consider the following subsets of C∇h \ S∇h:
Σi (∇h) := {(x, u) ∈ C∇h \ S∇h |u is a i-saddle point of F(∇hx)} ,

and

Σc
i (∇h) := {(x, u) ∈ Σi (∇h) | u is a critical i-saddle point of F(∇hx)} .

For each i ∈ [|1, 2|], Σi (∇h)\Σc
i (∇h) is the following union of disjoint

open subsets: Σi (∇h) \ Σc
i (∇h) = Σa

i (∇h)
⊔

Σn
i (∇h), where:

Σa
i (∇h) := {(x, u) ∈ Σi (∇h) | u is an active i-saddle point of F(∇hx)}
and

Σn
i (∇h) := {(x, u) ∈ Σi (∇h) | u is a neutral i-saddle point of F(∇hx)} .

More precisely, for each i ∈ [|1, 2|], Σc
i (∇h) separatesΣa

i (∇h) andΣn
i (∇h)

in Σi (∇h). We are now prepared to prove our Theorem 4.
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4.4 Proofs of Theorem 4 and Corollary 3
Proof of Theorem 4. Since N∇h (u) ∩ Sing (F∇h) = ∅, the 3 centers
of principal curvature c1∇h (u), c2∇h (u) and c3∇h (u) are pairwise distinct.
When r ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[ tends to R1h (u), u is an active 1-saddle point
of F(∇hx), where x = xh−r (u), whereas when r ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[ tends
to R2h (u), u is a neutral 1-saddle point of F(∇hx), where x = xh−r (u).
More precisely, (xh−r (u) , u) ∈ Σa

i (∇h) (resp. (xh−r (u) , u) ∈ Σn
i (∇h))

when r ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[ tends to R1h (u) (resp. R2h (u)). From this
it follows that there exists some r1 ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[ such that u is a
critical 1-saddle point of F(∇hx1), where x1 = xh−r1 (u). Since u is a
critical 1-saddle point of F(∇hx1), there exists some v ∈ S3 \ {u} that is
a critical point of F(∇hx1) lying on the connected component, say Lu,
of the level set of hx1 that contains u. Such an v is of course such that
x1 = xh−r1 (v). Since N∇h (u) ∩ Sing (F∇h) = ∅, if v is a degenerate
critical point of (h− r1)x1 , then v is such that Rh−r1 (v) = 0 (since v is
degenerate), ∇Rh−r1 (v) 6= 0 and rk [Tvxh−r1 ] = 2 (otherwise x1 would
belong to Sing (F∇h)). It follows that under our assumptions, Hh−r1
has then a cusp singularity at x1 = xh−r1 (v); that is, the image under
xh−r1 of a neighborhood V of v is diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of 0 in
{(x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ R4 |x22 = x31}. But in such a configuration, the relative
transverse orientation of xh−r1 (v) is fully determined in the vicinity of
x1 by the index of the principal radius of curvature that vanishes at v:
indeed, if R2h−r1 (v) = 0, then the hyperbolic points of xh−r1 (V) are neu-
tral in the vicinity of x1, and if R1h−r1 (v) = 0 (resp. R3h−r1 (v) = 0

)
the

relative transverse orientation of xh−r1 (V) at a regular point xh−r1 (w)
that is close enough to x1 = xh−r1 (v) is given by:

sgn [Rh−r1 (w)]w (resp. −sgn [Rh−r1 (w)]w) .

Thus if v is a degenerate critical point of (h− r1)x1 , then no switch of the
relative transverse orientation (between the active and neutral modes)
at u can be due to the crossing of xh−r1 (V) with the image under xh−r1
of a neighborhood of u in S3. Therefore, v is a nondegenerate critical
point of (h− r1)x1 and thus a 1-saddle point of F(∇hx1) by the way it is
obtained. Thus r1 ∈ ]R1h (u) , R2h (u)[ is such that xh−r1 (u) = xh (u)−r1u
is an (at least) type 1 double hyperbolic point of Hh−r1 .4
Finally, we can adapt the above arguments to prove that there exists

some r2 ∈ ]R2h (u) , R3h (u)[ such that xh−r2 (u) = xh (u) − r2u is an (at
least) type 2 double hyperbolic point of Hh−r2 . �

Proof of Corollary 3. Let u ∈ S3 such thatN∇h (u)∩Sing (F∇h) = ∅.
For such a point u, we know from our proof of Theorem 4 that there
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exists (r1, r2) ∈ R2 such that, for each i ∈ [|1, 2|], xh−ri (u) = xh (u)− riu
is an (at least) type i double hyperbolic point of Hh−ri , and u a critical
saddle point of F (∇hxi), where xi = xh−ri (u).
Assume first that x1 = xh (u)− r1u is in R4 \F∇h. Since x1 is an (at

least) double type 1 hyperbolic point, we then have S1 (x1) ≥ 2. Now
(see Subsubsection 2.3.2)

2∑
k=1

iFk∇h (x1) = (1− Cm (x1)) + (Cm (x1)− S1 (x1)− 1) = −S1 (x1) ,

and consequently

iF∇h (x1) =
3∑

k=1

iFk∇h (x1) = −S1 (x1) + iF3∇h (x1) ≤ −S1 (x1) .

Therefore iF∇h (x1) ≤ −2, and thus N∇h (x1) = 2 (1− iF∇h (x1)) ≥ 6.
Now, if x1 ∈ F∇h, we can proceed as in the proof of Corollary 1 to

show that arbitrarily close to x1, there exists some y1 ∈ R4 \ F∇h such
that S1 (y1) ≥ 2, and thusN∇h (y1) = 2 (1− iF∇h (y1)) ≥ 6. Therefore, in
any case, x1 = xh (u)−r1u is in the closure of {x ∈ R4 \ F∇h |N∇h (x) ≥ 6}.
But, in fact, we can be more precise. Since u a critical saddle point

of F (∇hx1), we know that arbitrarily close to x1, there exists some
y1 ∈ R4 \ F∇h that is a neutral hyperbolic point and thus a point of
Int (F2∇h). Furthermore, since u is a critical saddle point of F (∇hx1),
we have Cm (x1) ≥ 2, and we know [5] that arbitrarily close to x1, there
are points y1 ∈ R3 \F∇h, and that if y1 ∈ R3 \F∇h is close enough to x,
then Cm (y1) ≥ 2 and thus y1 ∈ Int (F1∇h). Therefore, arbitrarily close to
x1, there exists some y1 ∈ R4\F∇h such that y1 ∈ Int (F1∇h)∩Int (F2∇h).
Of course, we can prove in the same way that x2 = xh (u) − r2u is

also in the closure of {x ∈ R4 \ F∇h |N∇h (x) ≥ 6}, and more precisely
in the closure of Int (F2∇h) ∩ Int (F3∇h). �

5 Further results and remarks

5.1 Minimal spherical shell of a convex body
As we said in introduction, E. Heil proved the concurrent normal con-
jecture in R2 (resp. R3) using of the existence of a minimal spherical
shell for any convex body of R2(resp. R3) which had been established
by T. Bonnesen [3] (resp. N. Kritikos [8]). In 1988, I. Bárány extended
this existence to higher dimensions [2]. Given a convex body K in Rn+1,
he defined

r (x) := max ({r ∈ R+ |B (x, r) ⊆ K }) ,
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and R (x) := min ({r ∈ R+ |K ⊆ B (x, r)}) ,
where B (x, r) denotes the closed ball with center x and radius r, and
proved the following:

Theorem (I. Bárány, 1988). There exists a unique point x0 in K
at which the function R − r : K → R+, x 7→ R (x) − r (x) attains its
minimum value.

The set C (x0; r (x0) , R (x0)) := {x ∈ Rn+1 |r (x0) ≤ ‖x− x0‖ ≤ R (x0)}
is called the minimal spherical shell of K. On each sphere bounding
C (x0; r (x0) , R (x0)) there are at least two points of K. More precisely,
C (x0; r (x0) , R (x0)) can be characterized as follows.

Theorem (I. Bárány, 1988). The point x0 ∈ K is the center of the
minimal spherical shell of K if, and only if, there exist (u1, . . . , up) (Sn)p

and (v1, . . . , vq) ∈ (Sn)q, (p, q ≥ 1), such that:

(i) Conv ({u1, . . . , up}) ∩ Conv ({v1, . . . , vq}) 6= ∅,

where Conv denotes the convex hull;

(ii) x0+r (x0)ui ∈ ∂K and x0+R (x0) vj ∈ ∂K for all (i, j) ∈ [|1, p|]×[|1, q|] ,

where ∂K denotes the boundary of K.

5.2 Extension to hedgehogs
Any hedgehog Hh of Rn+1 that is such that h ∈ C2 (Sn;R) can be re-
garded as a parallel hypersurface to the boundary of some convex body
of class C2+, say K, in Rn+1 (see 2.1.1): there exists ρ ∈ R such that
h = hK − ρ, where hK is the support function of K. We can thus define
the minimal spherical shell of Hh to be the transversely oriented shell
that is bounded by the transversely oriented spheres or point spheres

S (x0; r (x0)− ρ) and S (x0;R (x0)− ρ) ,

where C (x0; r (x0) , R (x0)) is the minimal spherical shell of K, and
where S (a; r)) denotes the sphere of radius |r| centered at a that is
transversely oriented by its outward (resp. inward) pointing normals if
r > 0 (resp. r < 0) holds, and the point sphere {a} if r = 0 holds. This
definition is of course independent from the choice of the convex body
K of class C2+ the boundary of which is parallel to Hh.
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Remark. All these minimal spherical shells can be interpreted in
terms of pedal hypersurfaces. Recall that the pedal hypersurface of the
hedgehogHh ⊂ Rn+1 with respect to a point x ∈ Rn+1 is parametrized by

Sn → Rn+1
u 7−→ x+ hx (u)u,

where hx (u) = h (u)−〈x, u〉. In other words, to any u ∈ Sn is associated
the foot of the perpendicular line from x to the support hyperplaneHh at
xh (u). If C (x0; r (x0) , R (x0)) is the minimal spherical shell of some con-
vex body K with support function h ∈ C2 (Sn;R) in Rn+1, we can easily
check that: (i) the pedal hypersurface of the hedgehog Hh−(r(x0)+R(x0))/2

with respect to x0 is contained in the closed ball B
(
x0;

R(x0)−r(x0)
2

)
; (ii)

no other pedal hypersurface of Hh is contained in a smaller closed ball
of Rn+1; (iii) Properties (i) and (ii) permit to characterize the minimal
spherical shell of K. Moreover, this interpretation extends to hedgehogs.
Let us give an example. Figure 7 shows: (a) the ellipse with support

function θ ∈ S1 = R/2πZ 7→ h (θ) :=
√

9 cos2 θ + 25 sin2 θ, the minimal
spherical shell of which is C (0R2 ; 3, 5) where 0R2 is the origin of R2; (b)
the hedgehog with support function h − (r (0R2) +R (0R2)) /2 = h −
4, which is parallel to the ellipse ; (c) the pedal P0 (Hh−4) of Hh−4
with respect to the origin; (d) all these curves together with the circle
C (0R2 ; 1) with center 0R2 and radius 1

2
(5− 3) = 1. Note that in this

example, the minimal spherical shell C (0R2 ;−1, 1) of Hh−4 is formed by
two circles that are the same but with opposite transverse orientations.
Figure 8 shows the hedgehog with support function h − 7

2
, its pedal

with respect to the origin, and both curves together with the minimal
spherical shell (abbreviated into m.s.s) of Hh− 7

2
.

Figure 7. (a) The ellipse (b) Hh−4 (c) P0 (Hh−4); (d)These curves and
C (0R2 ; 1)
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Figure 8. Hh− 7
2
, P0

(
Hh− 7

2

)
, and these curves with the m.s.s. of Hh− 7

2

Bárány’s characterization theorem of the minimal spherical shell can
of course be adapted to hedgehogs:

Theorem 5. Let Hh be a hedgehog of Rn+1 such that h ∈ C2 (Sn;R),
and let x ∈ Rn+1 and (r, R) ∈ R2 be such that r ≤ hx ≤ R, where
hx (u) = h (u)−〈x, u〉, (u ∈ Sn). Then C (x; r, R) is the minimal spherical
shell of Hh if, and only if, there exist (u1, . . . , up) (Sn)p and (v1, . . . , vq) ∈
(Sn)q, (p, q ≥ 1), such that:

(i) Conv ({u1, . . . , up}) ∩ Conv ({v1, . . . , vq}) 6= ∅,

where Conv denotes the convex hull;

(ii) hx (ui) = r, hx (vj) = R, and ∇hx (ui) = ∇hx (vj) = 0 .

for all (i, j) ∈ [|1, p|]× [|1, q|].

Now, we can construct h ∈ C2 (S3;R) such that: (i) |h| ≤ 1; (ii) the
set {u ∈ S3 |h (u) = −1} has exactly two distinct elements u1, u2, and
the set {u ∈ S3 |h (u) = 1} has exactly two distinct elements v1, v2; (iii)
[u1u2] ∩ [v1v2] 6= ∅; (iv) h has exactly six critical points: 2 minima,
2 maxima and two saddle points. Let (e1, e2, e3, e4) be the canonical
basis of R4. Put u1 = e1, u2 = −e1, v1 = −e4, v2 = e4, w1 = −e2,
w2 = e2, and identify S3\{e4} to R3 through the stereographic projection
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from e4 onto the hyperplane V ect (e1, e2, e3). The point v1 = −e4 is
thus identified with the origin of R3. We then see that we can choose
h so that h (u1) = h (u2) = −1, h (w1) = −1/2, h (w2) = 1/2, and
h (v1) = h (v2) = −1, such that the foliation of R3 generated by the level
surfaces of h is made by leaves diffeomorphic to S2, with the exception
of the leaves shown in Figure 9 (on which the dashed line is the circle
S2 ∩ V ect (e1, e2)). On the first picture of Figure 9, the curve has to be
rotated around the axis Re2.

Figure 9

For such a h ∈ C2 (S3;R), C (0R4 ;−1, 1) is the minimal spherical shell
of Hh, and there are only six normal lines to Hh passing through 0R4 .
Therefore:

Theorem 6. It is not true that for any convex body K of R4, there
are at least 8 normal lines passing through the center of the minimal
spherical shell of K.
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